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Standards Mastery through Critical Thinking
Help Students Rise to the Challenge
Activities to engage and accommodate all learners
Critical thinking integrated into every activity
Varied assessment items and question formats

New

Robust Instructional Management Platform
designed to support data-informed instruction and
promote student mastery of content

6
LEVEL

SAMPLE
2020–21 SY

ThinkUp! ELA introduces the focus CCSS and the
9 Traits of Critical Thinking™ that support students as
they learn, practice, and master CCSS concepts.

Traits

of Critical
Thinking

We are pleased to introduce ThinkUp! ELA Teacher and Student Editions.
We have developed this product to support your instruction of the ELA CCSS.
This sample version offers you a review of the content to develop
an understanding of what our resource provides for you and your students.
A
 ssures that 100% of the CCSS for ELA are
addressed with evidence-based strategies that
help teachers scaffold high-quality instruction.
Includes activities that stimulate critical thinking
as evidenced by Depth of Knowledge and
Revised Bloom’s Taxonomy coding.
O
 ffers literary texts as well as informational
texts that promote cross-curricular connections
across content areas.
P
 rovides recursive practice for reading and
language standards as well as composition
practice.

Call us at 844-452-4341 to implement ThinkUp! in your classroom.
Learn more at mentoringminds.com/think-up.

O
 ffers units that are organized by focus CCSS
with explanations of the standards to support
planning and instruction and to align with your
ELA scope and sequence.
D
 igital-only and Bundle purchases include
access to our new comprehensive K–12 platform
that addresses every step in the learning
journey—bringing the ThinkUp! Standards
Mastery System fully into the digital realm and
weaving the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™ into
every aspect of instruction.
This sample contains the following
content from ThinkUp! ELA, Level 6:
Table of Contents Teacher Edition
Unit 19 Teacher Edition
Unit 19 Student Edition
The final content may contain slight changes or revisions
that are not yet reflected in this sample version.

TEACHER EDITION

TEACHER EDITION

Unit 17

Boots Fit for a Hero and Misery of My Own Making

136
CCSS Focus RL.6.9 LITERATURE/LITERATURE: Folktale/Poem............................................................................................
Unit 18

Alone in the Woods and On the Water

145
CCSS Focus RL.6.3 LITERATURE/LITERATURE: Realistic Fiction/Realistic Fiction...................................................................
Unit 19

Get Ready, Get Set, Do Nothing?

153
CCSS Focus RI.6.8 INFORMATIONAL: Argument Text............................................................................................................

Table of Contents

Unit 20

The Disobedient Boy

161
CCSS Focus L.6.5 LITERATURE: Myth.................................................................................................................................

Access the Pre-Assessments on the Mentoring Minds website.

Teacher Resources
Unit 1

Captain Seagull
1
CCSS Focus RL.6.2 LITERATURE: Realistic Fiction......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 2

Singing in a Soundless World and A Vision for Success

CCSS Frequency Chart

170

Skill-Based Literature

186

10
CCSS Focus RI.6.3 INFORMATIONAL/INFORMATIONAL: Informational Text/Informational Text......................................................................................................................................................
Glossary
Unit 3

Bivouac on a Mountain Side
18
CCSS Focus RL.6.7 LITERATURE: Poem......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 4

Mysteries of the Moai
27
CCSS Focus RI.6.1 INFORMATIONAL: Informational Text......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 5

A Thing That Glistened
35
CCSS Focus RL.6.4 LITERATURE: Mystery......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 6

The Ins and Outs of Being You
43
CCSS Focus RI.6.6 INFORMATIONAL: Informational Text......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 7

The Fifth Labor of Hercules
51
CCSS Focus RL.6.5 LITERATURE: Drama......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 8

Kamikatsu, Japan: A Small Town with a Big Voice and Be Sure to Finish Your Wrapper!
60
CCSS Focus RI.6.4, L.6.4 INFORMATIONAL/INFORMATIONAL: Informational Text/Informational Text......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 9

The Life of a Ship from the Launch to the Wreck
70
CCSS Focus RL.6.6 LITERATURE: Adventure Story......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 10

The Spacecraft Cemetery
79
CCSS Focus RI.6.7 INFORMATIONAL: Informational Text......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 11

The Right Picture
87
CCSS Focus RL.6.3 LITERATURE: Realistic Fiction......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 12

A Million Giraffes and An Online World of Possibilities
95
CCSS Focus RI.6.5 INFORMATIONAL/INFORMATIONAL: Informational Text/Argument Text......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 13

This Wednesday and Still Yet to Be
103
CCSS Focus RL.6.5 LITERATURE/LITERATURE: Poem/Poem......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 14

Two Quarters
111
CCSS Focus RL.6.1 LITERATURE: Historical Fiction......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 15

Ice Music: Carving Out a New Approach to Music
119
CCSS Focus RI.6.2 INFORMATIONAL: Informational Text......................................................................................................................................................

Unit 16

A Memorial Vision and Maya Lin's Original Proposal
127
CCSS Focus RI.6.9 INFORMATIONAL/INFORMATIONAL: Informational Text/Informational Text......................................................................................................................................................
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TEACHER EDITION

������
Clarifying the Standard
��.!�/�, ���'$$'/!&��!&�'*%�,!'&�,'��$�*!�1�, ����������'*��($�&&!&��!&+,*-�,!'&�
FOCUS STANDARD

RI.6.8 Trace �&� evaluate , � argument �&��+(��!5� claims !&�� text� distinguishing �$�!%+�, �,��*� supported �1 reasons
�&� evidence �*'%��$�!%+�, �,��*��&',�

�-, '*+�/*!,���*�-%�&,�,!.� texts ,'��'&.!&���*����*+�,'���$!�.����*,�!&�!���+���'-,�!++-�+�'*�,'�,�#��+(��!5�����,!'&+�!&
*�+('&+��,'�!++-�+���'��*�-���4��,!.�$1���-, '*+ support , �!* claims -+!&� reasons �&� evidence���-, '*+3��$�!%+��*�� !+�'*� �*
+,�&��+�'&�, ��!++-�+���-, '*+��-+,'%�*!$1��+,��$!+ �, �!*��$�!%+�!&�, ��!&,*'�-�,!'&+�'���*�-%�&,�,!.��,�0,+��&��, �&�+-(('*,�, �!*
�$�!%+�!&�, ���'�1�(�*��*�( +���,�!+�, ��*����*+3�*�+('&+!�!$!,1�,' trace��'*��'$$'/���&� evaluate��'*�"-�����, � arguments ,'
distinguish �$�!%+�, �,��*��+-(('*,����*'%��$�!%+�, �,��*��&',�
�'�,*����, ���*�-%�&,��*����*+�%-+,�!��&,!�1�, ���'$$'/!&���'%('&�&,+�

•
•
•

, ���-, '*�+��$�!%�+�
*��+'&+��'*�, ���-, '*�+��$�!%�+���!&�$-�!&��/ 1� ��'*�+ ����$!�.�+�!&�, �,��$�!%��&��/ 1� ��'*�+ ��/�&,+�*����*�,'�+ �*��, �,
��$!��
�.!��&���,'�+-(('*,�, ��*��+'&+��!&�$-�!&� �0�%($�+�, �,��$�*!�1�, ��*��+'&+� ���,+��&����,�!$+�, �,�(*'.!������!,!'&�$
!&�'*%�,!'&���'-,�, ��*��+'&+� *�+��*� �'*���,��, �,�(*'.��, ��*��+'&+���&� �&���',�+�, �,�!$$-+,*�,���'%($!��,����'&��(,+�'*
, �,���%'&+,*�,�� '/���(*�����&,� �+����&��+,��$!+ ��

� �&�*����*+��.�$-�,���*�-%�&,+��, �1���,�*%!&��!��, ���.!��&���(*�+�&,���,'�+-(('*,�, ���$�!%�+���&��*��+'&+�!+����-*�,���&�
*�$!��$�����.��+,-��&,+��'&+!��*�, �+��)-�+,!'&+�/ �&��.�$-�,!&���.!��&���

•
•
•
•
•

Is the evidence clearly connected to the claim?
Is he evidence current and relevant?
Does the evidence seem biased or overly emotional?
Does the evidence originate from a reputable or scholarly organization or group?
Can the evidence be corroborated using other sources?

�,�!+�!%('*,�&,��'*�+,-��&,+�,'�-&��*+,�&��, �,�!���$�!%+��*��&',�+-(('*,���/!, ����-*�,���&��*�$!��$��*��+'&+��&���.!��&���!&�*��$�
/'*$��*���!&�+��, ���$�!%+�+ '-$�����)-�+,!'&����&��('++!�$1��!+%!++�����+��, �+��+,�(+�,'��-!���+,-��&,+��+�, �1�*���
�*�-%�&,�,!.��,�0,+��&��,*�����&���.�$-�,��*��+'&+��&���.!��&���, �,�+-(('*,�, ���-, '*+3��$�!%+�
1. �+#�+,-��&,+�,'�!��&,!�1��&�� !� $!� ,�, ���-, '*3+��$�!%���+#�)-�+,!'&+�+-� ��+ What does the author believe and want me
to believe or do in response to the text?
2. �'��$��!*�$!&��*��+'&+��&��-&��*$!&!&���.!��&���, ���-, '*�(*'.!��+�,'�+-(('*,�, ���$�!%���*'%(,�+,-��&,+�,'�, !&#���'-,
'/�, ��*��+'&+��&���.!��&���+-(('*,�, ���$�!%��1�-+!&��, �+��)-�+,!'&+� Are the reasons supported by evidence? Do
the reasons seem biased or overly emotional? Does the evidence provide examples that help me understand the claim?
Does the evidence provide facts or details that tell me more about the reasons? Does the evidence include data or cite
research studies to prove the reasons? Do any anecdotes clearly illustrate complicated concepts or demonstrate how a
precedent has been established?
3. �-!���+,-��&,+�,'�,*�����&���.�$-�,��, ���.!��&����1��+#!&��, �+��)-�+,!'&+� Is the evidence current and relevant? Is the
evidence biased? Is the evidence from a reliable source? Can the evidence be corroborated?
4. �&.!,��+,-��&,+�,'��0($�!&� '/�, ��*��+'&+��&���.!��&���+-(('*,�, ���-, '*3+��$�!%�-+!&��, !+�+�&,�&����*�%�� The author
supports the claim by stating/showing/describing/explaining ___.
� �&�+,-��&,+�*�����*�-%�&,�,!.��,�0,+�!&��(�&��&,$1��(*'.!����*�( !��'*��&!2�*+�, �,�*�)-!*��+,-��&,+�,'�*��'*��*��+'&+��&�
�.!��&����+�, �1�*���������� Bull’s Eye �*�( !��'*��&!2�*+—*��'*�!&���$�!%+�!&���&,�*��!*�$�+��&��+-(('*,!&��*��+'&+��&���.!��&��
!&�'-,�*��!*�$�+� Hand Templates �*�( !��'*��&!2�*+—*��'*�!&���$�!%+�'&�, ��(�$%+��&��*��+'&+�'*��.!��&���'&�, ��5&��*+���
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�������

Unit 19

Pre-Assessment

15 min.

Unit 19

������� ���������������� �������� ����������� �� ���������� � �� ��%���!����� !��� ��������� ��������&������!������������������
������ ��������� ����������������������������������� ���������������������������� ���������� ���� ���������� �!� ����

Standard Learning Target (student edition page 306)
��� ���������!��� ���

STANDARD LEARNING TARGET

5 min.

����������������� ���� �� �� !��� ����"����������!����� ���������� ����� �������! �������� ���!�� �

I will trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text, distinguishing claims that are
supported by reasons and evidence from claims that are not.

������������������������������������������������"�������������������������������������������������������������� ������������
����������������������������������

Critical Thinking Traits Formative Assessment (student edition page 306)

10 min.

���������� ��� �� � ���� ���������� !��� �� �����"�����$�����������$���������������� !� ��������#����� ��%���"��!���� ��
��� �� �������� !��� �!����� ��������������� ��� �!����� �������� ����� ����!���� �������������

Focus for 9 Traits of Critical Thinking™

Examine���������������� ���������������������������������� !��

Examine: I use a variety of methods to explore and to analyze.

�����$� examine��$� ������������$������� ���������������&��������������#������������� �������������������

When you examine, you look closely at arguments and specific claims in texts to distinguish
claims that are supported by reasons and evidence from claims that are not.

� ���������$��������������!��������������������������������

How might you examine texts to trace and evaluate arguments and specific claims as well as the
reasons and evidence used to support them?

���������� �� examine �����������������������������������������������"�����������������������������������
������������������������������
� ������������������������� �������������$���� ������������&���������������������������!������� ������
� ������������$���������������$����������������������������������"�����������������������$�� �����%�����������
�����������"���������������������������!�� ���������������������!���������������������$���������������$���
����������������$����� ����$�� �����������&���������������� ������

Link: I apply knowledge to reach new understandings.

Link�������� ���������������������������������������

When you link, you connect reasons and evidence with specific claims in argumentative texts.

�����$� link��$� ����������������������!�������"���������&��������������� �������!����#���

How might you determine the relationships among reasons and evidence authors use to support
specific claims in argumentative texts?

���������� ��������������������������������������������������������������������������������������"��������
�����������������������
� ������������������������� �������������$�������� ����������������"������������������ ������ �������#�����
���������������������������������!������������� �����������&��������������� �������!����#����������"����
� �������$� ������������������"��������������!���������������"���������&���������

Create: I use my knowledge and imagination to express new and innovative ideas.

Create��������� ���������������������������������������������������������������

Collaborate: I work with others to achieve better outcomes.
Collaborate������������������������������������������������
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�������
Guided Instruction (student edition pages 307-311)

45 min.

������!$)��(��������&���%'���"%��'�.��(����$!��+$&�'��#����*��'()��#('�)'��(�� ThinkUp! ELA �()��#(����(�$#��!$''�&-�($�!$��(�
"��#�#�'�$��(���+$&�'���' �'()��#('�($�&�����!$''�&-���3#�(�$#'����'�)''��#��%&$*�����,�"%!�'�$��(���+$&�'�
argument &�"�������"��������� ����������������������������'�����������!��"���������������� �����������

•

trace &�����������$�������������� ����'����!�����������������

Unit 19

Reader Tips

Review Reader Tips

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name: _________________________________

Authors write argumentative texts to convince readers to believe certain ideas about issues or to take
action in response to issues. To effectively convince readers, authors state specific claims about the issue
and use reasons and evidence to support their claims. Authors’ claims are their beliefs about the issues.
Reasons and evidence help readers trust that the authors’ claims are credible and reliable.

claim &��������������������������������� �������!����#����������� ���������$����������������������#������

Readers must read carefully to trace authors’ claims in a text and then evaluate the argument to
distinguish whether the claims are effectively supported by reasons and evidence.

distinguish &����������������������%�������(�����
evaluate &�����������������������)�������"������������������������������������
evidence &�"������������������������������������!�������������� �����

Use these questions to trace and evaluate authors’ arguments and claims and to determine whether they
are supported with reasons and evidence.

reason &���������������������!������ ����������������������������������� ������������� ������������������!��
support &�������!�����!����������������"��������� �

What argument does the author make?

text &�����"����������"��������������������������������

Trace

What claim(s) does the author make?

Model Reading and Thinking

What reasons and evidence does the author use to support the claim(s)?

������!$)��(���(�,(�1������(0'���$+2��'��$!!$+'�

Are the reasons and evidence current and relevant?

•

���������������������� ������ Why are readers responsible for distinguishing claims that are supported with evidence from

Are the reasons and evidence clearly connected to the claim(s)?

claims that are not?

•

���������������������������� ������ What is the author’s claim? What evidence does the author use to support his or her

Evaluate

claim?

•

Is the evidence biased or overly emotional?
Do the reasons and evidence come from a reputable source?

��������������������� ������ What characteristics used in this text would you also use when writing an argument?

Can the reasons and evidence be confirmed?

The Cat’s Meow

Use this graphic organizer to help you organize your understanding of an argumentative text.

�-���+�#��&���"
��!$����$&��#���&).���#����((�"���(���'��&�����)(���'�-�����(��'�(�����'(�%�(��$&�"��� $(���$�'��#����('���#��"%&$*��(���&�$+#�&0'
"$$���#��$*�&�!!����!(����)(���('�"� ����((�&��$"%�#�$#'�����)'��$���!!�(���(��#�'�(��-����0���$�
Cats don’t bark. �$(��#���'�"$&���##$-�#��(��#���-�!%�#���$����$�'���& ��(�(���"��!���&&��&��-$)&���'(��&��#����#��(��#�'�(��(��$
�)"%��#�(���#���(�����-���& �+��#�(��-��&����%%-�($�'���-$)��+��#�(��-��&���&���(�#���$����(�)#��&'($&"���#�������!��*���'�"%!����)'��(��-���#����('��&��")����$$!�&����('�%)&&�
Cats don’t stink. �*�#����-$)&��$���'���*�#��-$)�(���'�!�#(�(&��("�#(��+�����+�!!�#�*�&���%%�#��(���$�$&��"�#�(�#���&$"����$���'
)#��#���!���#��)#"�'(� ��!����$��$+#�&'�(��# �(���&��$)'�'���#��(���&��!$(��'��#��(���&���&'���$#0(�'"�!!�!� ���$����)(�(��-��&�
�$$!�#��(��"'�!*�'�������(�$+#�&'� #$+�(���(&)(����#���$#0(���(�"��'(�&(���$#�(���'(�#���$����+�(��$��
Cats don’t have “accidents.” ���$#0(�)#��&'(�#���$+���#�����$#0(���*��($���)(���('��&���$&#� #$+�#���$+�($�)'����!�((�&��$,/)#!� �
(���&���#�#���$)#(�&%�&('�(��(�")'(����(&��#�����#$)���'����
Cats don’t give you guilt trips. ��('��&���$#(�#(��&��()&�'�����-�+$#0(�!$$ �)%��(�-$)�+�(�������'���%)%%-��$���-�'����-$)�")'(
!��*���$&�'$���&�%&��(�����)'(�"$"�#('���(�&�-$)���(��$"���&$"�'��$$!�
Cats are fun. ��('��&���#(�!!���#(��#$)���($��#(�&(��#�(��"'�!*�'���#��(���&��#(��'��&���!'$��#(�&(��#�#�����")'(���"�(�(��(�����*�
'%�#(�(�����((�&�%�&(�$����+�� �#��+�(���#��$(��&�%�$%!�0'���('�$#�*���$�
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Unit 19

Read the passage. Then answer the questions.

When you read texts, think about these questions as you trace and evaluate an author’s claims and
reasons and evidence.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Name: _________________________________

What is the issue in the text?
What argument does the author make about the issue?
What claim(s) does the author make about the issue?
What reasons and evidence does the author use to support each of the claims?

The Cat’s Meow
by Edwin Graham

Chloe, Morgan, Cruz, and Matt might disagree, but I say a cat is the best pet for me. Both dogs and cats can
improve their owner’s mood and overall health, but cats make better companions because of all the things
they DON’T do.
Cats don’t bark. Nothing is more annoying than a yelping dog. Dogs bark at the mail carrier, your best
friend, and things that go bump in the night. They bark when they are happy to see you, when they are
frightened of a thunderstorm, and, I believe, simply because they can. Cats are much cooler. Cats purr.
Cats don’t stink. Even if your dog is giving you the silent treatment, which will never happen, the odor
emanating from a dog is undeniable and unmistakable. Dog owners think their houses (and their clothes
and their cars) don’t smell like dog, but they are fooling themselves. We cat owners know the truth. And
don’t get me started on the stench of a wet dog!
Cats don’t have “accidents.” I don’t understand how, and I don’t have to, but cats are born knowing how to
use a litter box—unlike their canine counterparts that must be trained. Enough said.
Cats don’t give you guilt trips. Cats are content creatures. They won’t look up at you with big, sad puppy
dog eyes if you must leave for soccer practice just moments after you get home from school.
Cats are fun. Cats are intelligent enough to entertain themselves. And their antics are also entertaining. I
must admit that I have spent the better part of a weekend watching other people’s cats on video!
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Unit 19

Debrief the Items

1. Which statement best expresses the author’s main claim?

Question 1
CCSS: RI.6.8, DOK: 2, RBT: Understand

A. Cats are intelligent animals.

•
•
•
•

B. Cats experience life in a joyful manner.

Read the item stem.
Ask students to discuss the key words: statement, expresses, main claim

C. Cats are better companions than dogs.

Have students read the answer choices.

D. Cats enjoy their owners more than dogs.

Invite students to articulate a strategy for answering the item: I will consider the main point the author wants the reader to
understand.

•
•

Allow students to determine the correct answer using text evidence and logical reasoning.
Conﬁrm the answer is C and discuss this reason: The ﬁrst paragraph states the author’s main claim that cats are better
companions than dogs. The author supports this claim with evidence throughout the text.

Question 2
CCSS: RI.6.8, DOK: 2, RBT: Analyze

•
•
•
•
•
•

2. How does the author support each of the claims in the text?

Read the item stem.
Ask students to discuss the key words: author, support, claims, text

A. by presenting facts based on scientific research

Have students read the answer choices.

B. by providing examples from personal experiences

Invite students to articulate a strategy for answering the item: I will analyze the evidence that supports the author’s claims and
write a statement about how the evidence is used. I will determine the best answer choice.

C. by furnishing testimonies from experts on pet psychology

Allow students to determine the correct answer using text evidence and logical reasoning.

D. by stating opinions expressed by others who value cats’ virtues

Conﬁrm the answer is B and discuss this reason: This answer choice demonstrates that the author uses his knowledge of cats
and dogs to construct an argument with personal evidence that proves why cats are better pets than dogs.

Question 3
CCSS: RI.6.8, DOK: 3, RBT: Understand

•
•
•
•

Read the item stem.
Ask students to discuss the key words: text, evidence

3. Which sentence from the text provides evidence that cats are smarter than dogs?

Have students read the answer choices.
Invite students to articulate a strategy for answering the item: I will consider the statement in the question and locate text

A. “Dog owners think their houses (and their clothes and their cars) don’t smell like dog, but they are
fooling themselves.”

evidence that supports the statement.

•
•

Allow students to determine the correct answer using text evidence and logical reasoning.

B. “I don’t understand how, and I don’t have to, but cats are born knowing how to use a litter
box—unlike their canine counterparts that must be trained.”

Conﬁrm the answer is D and discuss this reason: This answer choice makes a comparison between cats’ and dogs’
intelligence by supporting the evidence that dogs must be entertained.

C. “Cats are content creatures.”

Reflection

D. “Cats are intelligent enough to entertain themselves.”

Read aloud the prompts. Have students debrief in the large group, in small groups, or with partners.
Reﬂection on My Learning
What do you notice about the organization of the author’s claim, reasons, and evidence in this text? Students might answer that
the author establishes the claim after introducing the topic in the introductory paragraph, lists reasons in bold (concentrating on what
cats don’t do) at the beginning of each following paragraph, and supports the reasons with evidence in sentences that are uniﬁed by
the overarching reason at the beginning of each paragraph.
Reﬂection on Critical Thinking – Examine and Link
How might you use the critical thinking traits examine and link to analyze this argumentative text? Students might answer that
they use the examine trait to identify the claim of the argumentative text and the link trait to connect the reasons and the evidence
the author provides to support the claim.
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Reflection on My Learning
What do you notice about the organization of the author’s claims, reasons, and evidence in this
text?

Reflection on Critical Thinking – Examine and Link
How might you use the critical thinking traits examine and link to analyze this argument text?
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Building Background Knowledge

20 min.

�(����&'(��"'&�'#��&'�� �&����$(%$#&���#%�%����"��'����&&��"���("�'�'�+'��,��#!$ �'�"��'��&���'�)�',� ��)��&'(��"'&���##&��*����
'��,��#"&���%���''�%���"�##%���'�)�'��&�#%�#('�##%���'�)�'��&��"��#%��"�-��&'(��"'&��"�'*#��%#($&���&���#"�'���%���#���&���"&'%(�'�����
�%#($�'#� �&'�����&��"���+$ �"�'�#"&�#��*�,�'���%���#����#����'�)�',��&�$%���%�� ���� #*��%#($&�'#���##&���"��)��(� �!�!��%&�'#
$�%'���$�'���"�������'��(&�"������&���)� #$����,�'����%#($�
(CCSS: RI.6.8, SL.6.1.A, SL.6.1.B, SL.6.1.C, SL.6.1.D, SL.6.3, SL.6.4, SL.6.6)

Vocabulary Mastery

10 min.

�%�'�����'�����+'��$���/���#���( �%,�*#%�&�'��'�!���'��"'�%��%��*�'��&'(��"'��#!$%���"&�#"�#��'���("�'�'�+'�&����%�&�"'�'���
�#���( �%,��(%�"��'����"&'%(�'�#"�#��'���&'�"��%�&�

�������� �� ��� �������

������� �������

altruistic

argument

reason

despair

claim

support

fosters

distinguish

text

pursue

evaluate

trace

rejuvenated

evidence

stimulated

Vocabulary Activities
�&��'����#���( �%,���'�)�'��&�'#�&($$#%'�&'(��"'�("��%&'�"��"��#��'�����+'��$���/���"��

��

15 min.
����#���( �%,�

Activity: Find and Connect
��)��&'(��"'&� #��'���+�!$ �&�#�� ���)#���( �%,�*#%�&�*�'��"�'���� �&&%##!���"&'%(�'�&'(��"'&�'#�*%�'���#!$ �'��&�"'�"��&�'��'
�+$ ��"�'����#""��'�#"&�#��'���*#%�&�'#�'����+�!$ �&�����������#"'�!$#%�%,�'�+'�*����)���"�#(%�� �&&%##!� ��%�%,��& Wonder �,
������� ���#����� #*�$��%&�'#��#!!�"'�#"�%�&$#"&�&���%�*�"���''�"'�#"�'#��#""��'�#"&�'��'��%���%��'�)��� #���� ���(!#%#(&���"�
!��"�"��( �
(CCSS: L.6.4.A, L.6.4.B, L.6.4.C, L.6.6)

Activity: Three Things I Know
��)��&'(��"'�$��%&���)� #$ Three Things ��%�&��,�%��#%��"���"��)��(� ���+'��$���/��#%� ���)#���( �%,�*#%�&�#"��%#"'�&���&�#�
"#'����%�&��"��'�%���'��"�&��������!��"�"����#*�'#�(&���"�&�"'�"�����#%!�#��*#%���&,"#",!���"'#",!��'��,��"#*���#('�'���*#%�&�#"
%�)�%&��&���&���"&'%(�'�$��%&�'#��#�"�#'��%�$��%&�#��&'(��"'&�'#���&�#)�%�'��� ���"�&&�&��"����.�%�"��&��"�'����"�#%!�'�#"���#('�'��
*#%�&���# #*�"����&�(&&�#"&����)��&'(��"'&�(&��$%�"'��"������'� �&#(%��&�'#��#"/%!����(%��,�#� Three Things %�$%�&�"'�'�#"&�#�
*#%�&�
(CCSS: L.6.4.A, L.6.4.B, L.6.4.C, L.6.6)
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Read the Text (student edition pages 312-313)

30 min.

����"�&"�!��#������ ������ ��"��������"�������������*� ��"����"�&"!������#���� "����� � �������#�!���� "�� � ���!��!������ �#�
���!����������������"� ���!��� �!#!"������������� ��!������ ���!����"���������# ����!"#���"!�"�� ����%�"����� �� ��"��+#���'�
����#����� �"������# ��'������� �!��'���#��� "�!"#���"!��!�"��'�����"� ����� ����!����������������#!"���"!��'� � ��������#!���
����� �#������%������������������ �$�!#����#�!�������!������#�!"���!�

Read the text. Then answer the questions.

Get Ready, Get Set, Do Nothing?
by Ashley Nash

(CCSS: RI.6.10)

�� ��������!��� �����
Items (student edition pages 314-317)

It’s one of the most common complaints of teenagers. You may have uttered it yourself, with a good touch
of despair added for effect—I’m . . . So . . . Bored!

30 min.

� �$������$� ��"'�������� "#��"��!��� �!"#���"!�"�� �!�����"��"����"��!������������"�'��%�"���� "�� !�����!������ �#�!��� ����"����� ��
� �#�������"������'���*� �$� ��"'����"���#!�����"����"��!����$��!"#���"!�% �"����"���!���!��!"#���"!�"��% �"��"���!"��!��#!����*� ��"
!" �"����!��� �!"#���"!�"�������!" �"������!#��� "�"��� � �!���!�!�

�

������

����

��

1

B, E

RI.6.8

3

Understand

2

D

RI.6.5

2

Analyze

3

A

RI.6.8

2

Analyze

4

A

RI.6.3

2

Analyze

5

B

RI.6.8

2

Understand

6

C

RI.6.1

2

Understand

7

C

RI.6.2

2

Understand

8

D

RI.6.4

2

Apply

9

Answers may vary.

RI.6.8

3

Understand

10

Answers may vary.

RI.6.8

3

Understand

11

A

L.6.2.A

1

Apply

12

D

L.6.2.A

1

Apply

13

D

L.6.2.A

1

Apply

Reflection (student edition page 316)

���

And in the age of screens and cell phones, why not escape by texting some friends, checking the starting
time of a movie, or researching that new band everyone’s talking about? It’s easy to do—in fact, you can do
all of this in under a minute. But it turns out that a lot gets lost when you are continually keeping your brain
in gear. And there are good reasons to put down the phone, turn away from the screen, and allow yourself to
become completely bored.
Researchers are finding that the constant stimulation of your brain with electronic devices has negative
consequences. It creates feelings of stress and limits your ability to focus and work creatively. It has even
been connected to poor sleep habits and lower grades. Your brain, like your body, needs to rest. When your
brain takes a break, instead of constantly jumping from one piece of information to the next, it is being
refreshed and rejuvenated. Boredom gives your brain a boost.
Karen Casper and Brianna Middlewood, researchers at Pennsylvania State University, have conducted
studies and found that people who are bored score higher on creativity tests. Another team of researchers,
Sandi Mann and Rebekah Cadman, of the University of Central Lancashire, conducted a similar study.
Using a group of 80 participants, half were asked to copy numbers from a telephone book, while the other
half were allowed normal activity. Then, each group was asked to think of as many uses as they could for
two plastic cups. The group that performed the boring task first was far more creative with the cup activity.
As Mann and Cadman put it, they had more “creativity juices” at work. Why does boredom encourage
creativity? When you are bored, your brain has time to slow down—and in that state, it can pursue different
thought patterns.

10 min.

��������#��"���� ���"!�� �$��!"#���"!���� �������"����� ���� �#������!������ �#�!��� �%�"���� "�� !�
��#�����������!���������
Why is it important to analyze the argument and claim(s) in a text? �"#���"� �!���!�!�����"�����#�����"��!����� "��"�"������'(��"��
� �#���"�����������!�������"�&"�����#!���"�����%!�"��� ���� �"����"� �����"����#"�� )!��# ��!���� �% �"����"���"�&"�����"���$��#�"�
"��� ��!��!�#!����!��$�������
��#��������������������������� " Examine ��� Link
Why is it important to determine the claim(s) in a text? �"#���"� �!���!�!�����"�����#�����"��!����� "��"�"����"� �����"��������!�����
"�&"�����#!���"�����!�"��� ���� ���"� ��������"��� ��!��!������$�������� �$�����!#��� "�"���������"����#"�� ��!��������
Why do authors include reasons and evidence in argument texts? �"#���"� �!���!�!�����"�����#��������#"�� �����"�����#��
��!��!������$������������"�&"�"��� �$����!#��� "��� �"������������� �!����!������������"�������"��� ���� �#��� !"����"���"�������
�������"���!"�"���������
158

Boredom has a bad reputation. People try to avoid it at all costs. Some people would actually choose to be
in pain rather than to be bored. Think about waiting forever in a doctor’s office, waiting for the bell to finally
ring at the end of class, or feeling trapped in a conversation at a family dinner that is not at all interesting to
you. A “get me out of here” feeling quickly begins to set in.

Illegal to Copy

Boredom not only fosters creativity, it encourages problem-solving. A bored brain has time to solve
problems or to plan future goals instead of constantly taking in information. That class project you’ve been
struggling to figure out how to start or the changes you want to make in the way you swing a bat, style your
hair, or play a song on a guitar can all be worked out when your brain is at rest.
Being bored can also expand your world in exciting ways. When your brain is free to rest and wander, you
have time to explore new interests and hobbies—to make life more interesting. These hobbies can lead to
improving the world around us as well. Human flight began with imagining the ability to fly and is not only
common transportation today, but the result has taken us to the moon and beyond. Discoveries and
inventions all begin with the time to think and plan.
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It’s not always easy to choose boredom over constant stimulation. The entertainment industry spent
two trillion dollars in 2016 alone creating movies, television shows, and video games that keep your brain
focused on screens instead of at rest. Along with increased stress and lack of creativity that comes with
constant device distraction, you can also easily become addicted to that stimulation. How do people
change habits and learn to embrace boredom?

1. How does the paragraph of tips help support the author’s claim? Select two options.
A. It provides definitions of boredom.
B. It provides reasons to value boredom.
C. It provides statistical support for boredom.

Try these tips:

D. It provides personal experiences with boredom.

• Change the way you think about boredom. Remind yourself that boredom is not a lack of excitement—it

E. It provides practical approaches to utilize boredom.

is an opportunity.
• Practice reducing your distractions and give yourself time and permission to think new thoughts every
day.
• Allow yourself to daydream. Daydreaming is a key ingredient in becoming more creative—a quality that
is valued not only in school, but in the world of work.

2. What is the author’s most likely reason for including paragraphs 6 and 7?
A. to include definitions of boredom

Amy’s Ice Creams, in Austin, Texas, values creativity so highly that instead of a typical job application form,
the company gives applicants a paper bag. They are told to do something creative with it—that’s the
application! Amy’s walls are covered with successful “applications” that were turned into television
screens, aquariums, deep sea diver masks, and more. And the positions at Amy’s are filled with fun and
creative workers.

B. to provide ideas to become bored
C. to distinguish boredom from creativity
D. to present positive aspects of boredom

If you’re still not ready to embrace boredom, think about this. Boredom can make you a better person. Dr.
Neel Burton reported in Business Insider magazine that people who are bored are more altruistic than those
who are constantly “brain” active. They are more likely to donate to charities and to help others. Bertrand
Russell, a famous philosopher, once observed “A generation that cannot endure boredom will be a
generation of little men.”

3. Why does the author include expert opinion in the text?
A. to support the connection between boredom and creativity
B. to describe how to be more creative using simple materials

The world you live in is vast enough for you to think big—to dream, plan, create, and contribute. It just takes
a little boredom to set it all in motion.

C. to emphasize the importance of problem solving
D. to explain the science of brain functions

4. Read this sentence from the text.
Think about waiting forever in a doctor’s office, waiting for the bell to finally ring at the end of class,
or feeling trapped in a conversation at a family dinner that is not at all interesting to you.
Why does the author include this sentence?
A. to introduce examples the reader will have experienced or known
B. to describe common places where it is necessary to experience boredom
C. to elaborate on specific examples introduced in the first paragraph
D. to emphasize how to eliminate boredom in common locations
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9. Read these sentences from the text.

5. Which sentence from the text expresses the author’s claim?
A. “Boredom has a bad reputation.”

It’s not always easy to choose boredom over constant stimulation. The entertainment industry spent
two trillion dollars in 2016 alone creating movies, television shows, and video games that keep your
brain focused on screens instead of at rest.

B. “And there are good reasons to put down the phone, turn away from the screen, and allow yourself to
become completely bored.”
C. “Researchers are finding that the constant stimulation of your brain with electronic devices has
negative consequences.”

Explain how the author uses the information in this paragraph to support the main claim in the text. Use
details from the text to support your answer.

D. “The world you live in is vast enough for you to think big—to dream, plan, create, and contribute.”

6. What conclusion can be supported based on the information about Amy’s Ice Creams?

10. Read this sentence from the text.

A. Only creative people should be hired.
B. Creativity is best developed at home.

Along with increased stress and lack of creativity that comes with constant device distraction, you
can also easily become addicted to that stimulation.

C. Creativity is a highly valued skill.
D. Boredom promotes creativity.

Explain why this claim is not supported with evidence. Use details from the text to support your answer.

7. Read this paragraph from the text.
Being bored can also expand your world in exciting ways. When your brain is free to rest and wander,
you have time to explore new interests and hobbies—to make life more interesting. These hobbies
can lead to improving the world around us as well. Human flight began with imagining the ability to
fly and is not only common transportation today, but the result has taken us to the moon and
beyond. Discoveries and inventions all begin with the time to think and plan.

Reflection on My Learning
Why is it important to analyze the argument and claim(s) in a text?

What is the author’s central idea of this paragraph?
A. Human flight developed as a result of multiple trials and errors.

Reflection on Critical Thinking – Examine and Link

B. As a result of boredom, new inventions have been produced.

Examine – I use a variety of methods to explore and to analyze.

C. When the mind is free, new possibilities can develop.

Why is it important to determine the claim(s) in a text?

D. Exploring interests and hobbies has health benefits.

8. What is the meaning of the word altruistic in the sentence “Dr. Neel Burton reported in Business
Insider magazine that people who are bored are more altruistic than those who are constantly ‘brain’
active”?

Link – I apply knowledge to reach new understandings.

A. important

Why do authors include reasons and evidence in argument texts?

B. intelligent
C. predictable
D. selfless
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11. A student wants to revise a text for punctuation. Read the sentences and answer the question.
Tara Parker-Pope author of a wellness column in the New York Times states, “New research suggests
that play and down time may be as important to a child’s academic experience as reading, science
and math.” Despite such reports from experts who advocate more unstructured playtime at school,
recess is being reduced or eliminated altogether. Not only is recess being removed from the
curriculum. But some teachers also punish students by taking away recess privileges.
Which sentence includes a punctuation error?
A. Tara Parker-Pope author of a wellness column in the New York Times states, “New research suggests
that play and down time may be as important to a child’s academic experience as reading, science
and math.”
B. Despite such reports from experts who advocate more unstructured playtime at school, recess is
being reduced or eliminated altogether.
C. Not only is recess being removed from the curriculum.
D. But some teachers also punish students by taking away recess privileges.
12. Read this paragraph that has a mistake in punctuation. Answer the question.
No other experience provides children the same opportunities for growth that unstructured play
does. During free play, children learn to make decisions. They learn to see the world from different
perspectives. They learn to trust their own judgment which is an invaluable life skill.
Which underlined word requires a comma before it?
A. other
B. that
C. to
D. which
13. A student wrote a draft that has a punctuation error. Read the draft and answer the question.
In short, choosing how to spend free time is a trial run at real life for children. Free time is not wasted
time. Instead, it is essential for a child’s growth and maturity. The boy or girl whose parents
understand this concept is indeed a lucky child.
Which sentence corrects a punctuation error in the paragraph?
A. In short choosing how to spend free time, is a trial run at real life.
B. Free time is not, wasted, time.
C. Instead it is essential for a child’s growth and maturity.
D. The child whose parents understand this concept is, indeed, a lucky child.
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Performance Task (student edition pages 318-323)

120 min.

Guide students through the Performance Task by:
•
•
•
•

Unit 19

Performance Task
Task:

�!(��*!%��)*+��%*)�*&�(����* ����)"���!(��*!&%)��&(� ��!%%!%����%����)��(� ��+�)*!&%)�)��*!&%)�
!%)*(+�*!%��)*+��%*)�*&�(����* ���&+(��)��&(���(�&($�%�����)"��(��&(�!%��%&*�)��)�* �/�(����
���(!�3%��)*+��%*�(�)'&%)�)�*&�* ����)��(� �!*�$)�
)+''&(*!%��)*+��%*)��)�* �/�(�����&+(��))!�%$�%*��%���(�+$�%*���&(!%��)��*!&%)����&(���&$'&)!%��*�.*)�* �*�(�)'&%��*&�* �
'(&$'*�

Part 1: Research
1. �*+��%*)�) &+#��)�#��*�&'*!&%���
2. �*+��%*�(�)'&%)�)�$!� *�!%�#+�����,�(��*!,!*/����(��)�)��(��*!,!*/��%��!%�(��)�)�)*(�))��1��*�����/����*���*���&
�&* !%��2�'(&,�)�* �*��&%)*�%*��(�!%�)*!$+#�*!&%�!% !�!*)�* ���(�!%0)���!#!*/�*&�)&#,��'(&�#�$)��%��*&�* !%"��(��*!,�#/���%
)*+�!�)��&%�+�*����/���)'�(��%���!��#�-&&���)�-�##��)���%%��%�����$�%��'�(*!�!'�%*)�- &�-�(���&(���)�&(��� !� �(
&%��(��*!,!*/�*�)*)�* �%�* &)��- &�-�(��)*!$+#�*�����%�1�!%�!%�� �#�%���2�* ���+* &(�) �(�)�* ���&%%��*!&%)���*-��%
&,�(��*!,!*/��%��)*(�))��)*�*!%��1�&&�$�%/���*!,!*!�)���%��#)&�#����*&�)*(�))��%��-&((/����!%*�!%!%���(���)��"��'!%��*(��"�&�
�+����*�)���%���&!%�� &$�-&("��##�*�"��*!$����&&�$�%/��!)*(��*!&%)���%�$�"��!*� �(��*&�'+*�3()*�* !%�)�3()*�2
3. �*+��%*�(�)'&%)�)�) &+#��!%�#+����%�!��%*!3��*!&%�&��* ��)&+(���* ��)*+��%*�* !%")�!)�$&)*� �#'�+#�!%�+%��()*�%�!%��* �
��%�3*)�&��)*!$+#�*!%����*!,!*!�)�-!* �*-&���*�!#)��(&$�* ��)&+(���*&�)+''&(*�* ��!��%*!3��*!&%�

Your class has been learning about extracurricular activities offered at your school. Students begin
discussing the advantages and disadvantages of the range of activities offered. Some share that they feel
stressed by the number of activities they participate in, while others wish they could do more. Your teacher
asks students in your class to research and write arguments about this topic. You will read several sources
about this topic.
After you have reviewed these sources, you will answer some questions about them. Briefly scan the
sources and the three questions that follow. Then, go back and read the sources carefully so you will have
the information you need to answer the questions and complete your research.
In Part 2, you will write an argument using information you have read.
Directions for Beginning:
You will now review several sources. You can review any of the sources as often as you like.
Research Questions:

Part 2: Writing
Student responses should include a well-written argument on the topic of whether middle school students should have a more
active role in deciding how to spend their free time. The responses should use information and ideas from more than one source
and should attend to the elements of the Argument Scoring section which provides the criteria for a well-written argument.
(CCSS: W.6.1, W.6.1.A, W.6.1.B, W.6.1.C, W.6.1.D, W.6.1.E, W.6.4, W.6.5, W.6.6, W.6.7, W.6.8, W.6.9, W.6.10)

After reviewing the research sources, use the rest of the time in Part 1 to answer three questions about
them. Your answers to these questions will be scored. Also, your answers will help you think about the
information you have read and viewed, which should help you write your argument.
Part 1
Sources for Performance Task:
Source #1
Reread “Get Ready, Get Set, Do Nothing?”
Use the space to record notes about this source that will help you on your task.
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Source #2

Source #3

Read this article that explains the benefits of participating in summer recreational activities and offers
suggestions.

Read this source that presents the advantages and disadvantages of extracurricular activities.

Relaxing Recreation

Finding Balance

by Nicholas Andrews

by Azure Cohen

Summertime! School is finally over after another long year. There will be hours to sleep in, relax, and just do
. . . nothing. It sounds wonderful at first, but it can quickly become boring. Why not consider filling that
leisure time with some engaging recreational activities? You might begin with sports.

A preteen’s typical school day is packed full of learning experiences. English Language Arts, history, math,
and science are usually at the core of each school day. Schools also provide supplemental courses like P.E.,
art, and music—even computer science. These classes make for a full schedule. On top of these, many
schools offer extracurricular activities. These can be interesting and rewarding experiences, but it is
important for students to be careful about how many extracurricular activities they add to their schedules.
Too many extras can lead to overload.

One benefit of a sports-related recreational activity is obviously physical. Tennis, swimming, and other
summer sports do a lot of good for our bodies. They help to develop greater lung capacity, strengthen
bones, and build muscles. Sports are particularly helpful for young people to develop motor skills. These
provide opportunities to practice the fine motor skills needed to make a free throw, skim a tennis ball just
over the net, or perfect a flip turn at the pool. Sports also help us reduce stress, allowing us to relieve
tension with a slam dunk or two before heading home.

Extracurricular activities and clubs can be a great way to enhance daily learning. Students who enjoy math
or who want more practice in the subject can join a math club or even participate in competitions such as
Math Olympics. These can be great ways to build skills or to learn to use math in the real world. Similarly,
computer clubs offer practice with basic computer skills that are useful in the classroom, such as creating
slide presentations or videos for class projects.

Recreational activities also help us develop social skills. They
provide perfect opportunities to meet a new group of friends
and to learn to work and play together. Rock climbing, for
example, requires teamwork. One person climbs the wall or
cliff face, while the other belays, or holds the rope that
protects the climber from falling. The climber on belay trusts
his or her teammate. Not only does this require teamwork, it
also allows climbers to develop leadership skills. The person
holding the rope guides and advises the climber about which
steps to take and which footholds to attempt. Rock climbing
is a perfect mix of individual exercise and teamwork.

Some schools offer philosophy clubs that can lend perspective to other subjects like history and science. It
can be interesting to consider why events happened in history or how advancements in science and
technology will affect us in the future. Similarly, debate clubs offer experiences in thinking, reasoning, and
public speaking―all skills that can be put to good use in other classes throughout the school day. Debate
clubs can also help students learn to organize and deliver classroom presentations with ease and more
confidence.
Extracurricular activities and clubs can also help students enjoy downtime with friends. It can be a lot of fun
working with classmates to plan school events, decorate for holidays and seasons, and raise funds for
school needs.

Depending on where you live, summertime can get downright
uncomfortable. But remember, not all recreational activities
must be physical or outdoors. Hot summer days provide
opportunities to do something besides schoolwork with your
brain. Learning to play chess could be just the thing. A game
like chess gives the brain a real workout. In order to play well,
you must watch your opponent’s moves while anticipating
what he or she will do next. This requires concentration,
which teaches your brain to block distractions when doing
other mind matters such as schoolwork. Chess also builds
memory skills.

It is important, though, that students keep balance in mind when deciding if and when to add an
extracurricular activity. One disadvantage of too many extras is time overload. If extracurricular choices
don’t allow time for homework or family, then they may end up being more negative than positive. For
instance, extracurricular activities that last late into the night and limit time for adequate sleep can
negatively affect productivity the following day. Too many activities can also lead to stress and worry.
Maintaining grades, keeping track of due dates, and doing homework all take time. Too many distractions
can make it hard to put first things first.
While it is good for students to expose themselves to many different experiences, overdoing it can lead to a
different problem. It is tempting to put a little effort into many activities and not really have time and energy
to excel at any of them. That’s the idea behind the adage “He’s a jack of all trades and a master of none.” It
is better to participate in one or two activities and to experience them fully. Students today have a lot to
balance in their lives. It is important to remember that while extracurricular activities and clubs can be
rewarding experiences, too much of a good thing is just too much.

There are many types of recreational activities to choose from to fill that empty time that comes around
each summer. Trying out different activities can actually make you a more interesting person. Even if you
don’t stick with an activity, what you learn from simply trying it can help you better understand and
communicate with others. So, when those summer blahs set in, check your community schedules, find
something interesting, and give it a try! You won’t be sorry.
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Source #4
Read this source that provides suggestions to teens for achieving balance in life.

Research
Read and answer questions 1–3.

TeenTalk Now
June

Real Teens Talk About Real Topics . . . That Matter to You

1. Source #3 says “These can be interesting and rewarding experiences, but it is important for students to
be careful about how many extracurricular activities they add to their schedules. Too many extras can
lead to overload.” Choose one section in Source #4 that supports this idea.

Volume 23

A. “A typical school day often begins with a 6:30 a.m. alarm. Then, we race through classes, rush to
after-school activities, and return home after 9 p.m.―perhaps without having time for a healthy
dinner.”

Better Balance
by Wendi Broussa

B. “Ask yourself: Am I feeling rested and relaxed, physically and emotionally? Am I keeping up with my
classes? Am I spending time with friends? Do I feel connected with my immediate family?”

We live in an activity-driven world. There is always something to do. And once that is done, there are more
tasks to add to the list. A typical school day often begins with a 6:30 a.m. alarm. Then, we race through
classes, rush to after-school activities, and return home after 9 p.m. While activity can be exciting, it is
important that we learn to achieve balance and to recognize if we are overscheduled. If you find that you
are, you can try these ideas to cut back.

C. “If you intend to miss a game or practice, be sure to let your coach or sponsor know ahead of time.
Then, the group can adjust their plans to accommodate your absence.”
D. “And when you make that list, schedule some downtime just for relaxing. It is easy to forget that we
need that essential time to unwind.”

A good first step in achieving balance is to monitor your basic needs. Ask yourself: Am I feeling rested and
relaxed, physically and emotionally? Am I keeping up with my classes? Am I spending time with friends? Do
I feel connected with my immediate family? A “no” to one or more of these questions is a good sign that it
is time for an adjustment to your daily schedule.

2. Explain why overactivity is less beneficial than a balanced approach to activity. Give two details,

Remember that it is always okay to take a day off from an activity when you need it. A holiday, an
important family event, or just being worn out are perfectly good reasons to rest. If you intend to miss a
game or practice, be sure to let your coach or sponsor know ahead of time.

one detail from Source #1 and one detail from Source #3, to support your explanation. For each detail,
include the source title or number.

Another idea for achieving balance, especially for those who enjoy athletics, is to find a sport you can
participate in with friends or family if an organized league feels too demanding. You can find a sport or
activity that others in your neighborhood play and join in. An occasional get-together like this might offer a
nice break from your commitments and allow you to play the sports or games you enjoy.
Try making a priority list at the beginning of each week. Schedule time for essential activities first, and
then see when extracurricular activities might fit. And when you make that list, schedule some downtime
just for relaxing. It is easy to forget that we need that essential time to unwind.
If you tend to be an overachiever, rethink your motivations. You don’t always have to be the captain on the
team or the lead actor in the school play. Even though those roles may be fun for you, the stress of feeling
you must be the best at everything can be unhealthy.

3. Which source is most helpful in understanding the benefits of stimulating activities? Explain why this
source is most helpful. Give two details from the source to support your explanation.

Watch your diet. Overly busy teens often run from home to school to extracurricular activities, snacking all
the way on unhealthy foods like chips, candy, or fast food. Eat to meet the nutritional needs of your active
and growing mind and body.
Extracurricular activities are rewarding, but only if you’re not overdoing them. Learning to monitor your
schedule and personal needs is essential to preventing burnout and to finding a better balance.
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Part 2
You will now review your notes and sources, and plan, draft, revise, and edit your writing. You may use your
notes and go back to the sources. Now read your assignment and the information about how your writing
will be scored; then begin your work.
Your Assignment:
After your class discussion and an opportunity to learn more about the topic, the class is still divided on the
appropriate amount of time students should spend engaging in stimulating activities. Your teacher asks you
to write a paper explaining your argument on whether middle school students should have a more active
role in deciding how to spend their free time.
In your paper, you will take a side as to whether you think middle school students should have more control
of their after-school activity schedules. Make sure you clearly state your claim and write several paragraphs
supporting your claim with reasons and details from the sources. Develop your ideas clearly and use your
own words, except when quoting directly from the sources. Be sure to give the source title or number for
the details or facts you use.

Argument Scoring:
Your argument will be scored using the following:
1. Organization/purpose: How well did you state and maintain your claim with a logical progression of
ideas from beginning to end? How well did your ideas thoughtfully flow from beginning to end using
effective transitions? How effective were your introduction and your conclusion?
2. Evidence/elaboration: How well did you integrate relevant and specific information from the sources?
How well did you elaborate your ideas? How well did you clearly state ideas in your own words using
precise language that is appropriate for your audience and purpose? How well did you reference the
sources you used by title or number?
3. Conventions: How well did you follow the rules of grammar usage, punctuation, capitalization, and
spelling?
Now begin work on your argument.
Manage your time carefully so that you can
• plan your argument.
• write your argument.
• revise and edit the final draft of your argument.
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During this unit, you used a variety of critical thinking traits. Which critical thinking trait did you use less than others? Explain how
you might use that critical thinking trait more in other units.
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Literature Connection

Reflection on Critical Thinking
During this unit, you used a variety of critical thinking traits. Which critical thinking trait did you use less
than others?

Explain how you might use that critical thinking trait more in other units.
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Posted – �%�$���, ���$��()%$�����
Dr. Amelia’s Boredom Survival Guide – ��( ))���%)) � ��
Diary of a Wimpy Kid: Dog Days – ��1�� $$�/������
Under the Egg – ��+(����(.�� *0��(�"������
What Do You Really Want? – ��,�("/���������"�����
Reaching Your Goals – �%� $����� ",�(#�$�����
The Book With No Pictures – ������%,�!
What Would You Do? – � $������-�(*0
Timmy’s Monster Diary: Screen Time Stress – �(����+$���"#��
The Anti-Boredom Book of Brilliant Things to Do – �$�/�����
(CCSS: RL.6.10, RI.6.10)

Teacher Reflection
1.
2.
3.
4.
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to guide educators in building a school-wide
thinking culture based on the 9 Traits of Critical Thinking.™
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suggested strategies and activities.
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